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Description: 
NCS have worked with Australian farmers to create the versatile heavy duty Tunbin. We listened to their needs to create a 
transportable & durable 1 Tonne hopper storage solution.  
Using Galvanised materials, the bins are vermin and weather resistant.  
The side chute provides quick access, the steel frame and angled corner protection will stand under all conditions.  
If you are looking for a long-lasting bulk grain storage unit this is simply the BEST on the market. 

NCS Tunbin Trailer: 
A quality mobile feed-out trailer, designed to make feeding a much more pleasant 
task. This trailer is able to hold a full tonne of feed. The Trailer features smooth 
springs and a swing away jockey wheel.  

Maximum Load = 1000kg. Overloading not recommended. 

Features: 
Strong Galvanised Build  
Fork liftable  
Weather Resistant (Closed Top) 
Hooks/Pins for bagging 
Dual handles  

Side Discharge: 
Ideal for bagging feed, feeding out grain and pellets, filling seed drills and self-
feeders.  
With an easy lever handle and angled sides, the contents will evacuate completely 
through the large opening. 

Prices: 
Open Top $ 1290 Incl GST 
Enclosed Top $ 1440 Incl GST 
Trailer $ 1500 Incl GST 
Extension Chute $ 40 Incl GST 
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